Shovelhead charging system
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costs. Some Harley owners like to fix their own bikes, thereby saving both money and riding
time. A Harley Davidson can experience electrical problems at any time, but there can be a wait
for a service appointment at some repair shops. The most common cause of electrical problems
on a Harley Davidson is the battery or the voltage regulator. Troubleshooting can be performed
in any garage, and it saves on expensive service bills. Check the voltage of the battery while it
is disconnected from the bike using the multimeter. The volts should be no less than 12 volts.
Turn the ignition to the "on" position. Do not turn the engine over. The volts will drop slightly,
but not below 10 volts. Turn the ignition and start the bike. The volts should not drop below 9.
Turn the throttle to rev the engine. As the engine is revved, the volts should go up to 13 or 14
volts. Identify the wires. The battery charge lead runs form the voltage regulator to the positive
side of the battery. The AC output lead wire leads from the voltage regulator to the stator. Check
the ground wire first to ensure that it is properly attached and in good condition. The ground
wire leads from the regulator and is bolted to the frame. Change the setting on the multimeter to
Diode. If any of the following tests fail, the voltage regulator needs to be repaired or replaced.
Clamp the multimeter positive lead on the AC output wire and the negative lead on the battery
charge wire. The multimeter should read. Reverse the leads by clamping the negative lead on
the AC output and the positive lead on the battery charge wire. The meter should read infinite.
Place the positive lead on the ground wire or on the regulator and the negative lead on the AC
output. The meter should read. Reverse the leads as in the step before and test again. The meter
should now read infinite. Kat Oakley has been writing articles for eHow, and Answerbag since In
addition to article writing, she has been updating and maintaining several blogs since While
writing and blogging, she is also learning the correct way to market with articles. Oakley enjoys
learning new ways to market herself and develop her writing skills. Step 1 Check the voltage of
the battery while it is disconnected from the bike using the multimeter. Step 2 Connect the
battery to the bike. Reconnect the multimeter to the battery. Step 3 Turn the ignition to the "on"
position. Step 4 Turn the ignition and start the bike. Step 1 Identify the wires. Step 2 Check the
ground wire first to ensure that it is properly attached and in good condition. Secure or replace
as necessary. Step 2 Clamp the multimeter positive lead on the AC output wire and the negative
lead on the battery charge wire. Step 3 Reverse the leads by clamping the negative lead on the
AC output and the positive lead on the battery charge wire. Step 4 Place the positive lead on the
ground wire or on the regulator and the negative lead on the AC output. Any battery or voltage
regulator test should be done on a fully charged, fully functional battery. The Ormond Beach
Shovelhead Shop. So, if you're looking for an expert Shovelhead mechanic near Daytona Beach,
you have found the right shop. If you bought it, built it or broke it we can fix it. Shovelhead
Service Kits. Hearing something in or around your rocker box covers or cam chest? Noise
coming from your valve covers or cam chest may indicate a bad cam bearing, lifters, bent push
rod plus many other things. Best solution would be to schedule a diagnostic appointment with
Jerry. A few things it might be are a bad coil, points, condenser or some other electrical issue. It
may be something as easy as checking and setting the timing. The most cost and time effective
solution is to have Jerry take a look. He knows the usual Shovelhead issues and can always
repair the hard ones. We will check it at no charge when you have your regular scheduled
service. Is the carburetor on your Shovelhead leaking, popping through the exhaust or air
cleaner. We find incorrect jets in most carbs. Your carburetor may need to be adjusted or d
re-jetted, could need overhaul, replace intake seals and new jets. Schedule an appointment now.
Hearing noise in your Shovelhead transmission is it leaking, not staying in gear or are you
having trouble finding neutral. Jerry balances and blueprints each engine he does. He will
disassemble your engine, clean and inspect all components. Jerry will then talk to you and let
you know what can be reused or what need to be replaced. Before final assembly everything is
cleaned again and all oil passages are cleaned. To ship your engine contact us and we can send

a crate, or we can give you contacts to ship your bike. Phone Shovelheads Forever. Home
Shovelheads Forever. Refine your search. Belt 6 Chain 4. Electric 5. Google Ads. Refine search.
Went Through motor and Transmission recently New piston and Rings, heads rebuilt, lowend
check out good new seals gaskets New cam and bearing. Having built numerous panheads and
new twins, the shovel is the funnest I have owned. Seller's comments and description: there are
no known serious mechanical issues with this bike. It is ready to run. Compression is fine and it
does not smoke or burn oil. I replaced the clutch fiber discs two years ago and it does drag a
little, but it just needs a good adjustment. The turns signals are not functioning properly, but
they light up when the emergency flashers are on, so i think the wiring at the handlebar
switches may be bad. All other lighting, including the dash, works fine. The original keihin
carburetor is a little "hinkey", somewhat sluggish on the low speed circuit, but i am including a
correct rebuilt replacement with the sale. Since i bought this bike, the speedometer has always
worked so i believe the mileage is accurate. I replaced the 10 year old battery with new, rebuilt
the rear master cylinder, replaced the wheel bearings and installed new brake pads front and
rear this past summer. It cruises nicely at mph, with no excess vibration or drive train noise. I
bought the windshield at a swap meet and it may be a slightly later part, but it is hd and it looks
like it belongs. There are no aftermarket or reproduction parts except for a few colony fasteners
on this bike. And i run accel plug wires, but will also include oem correct set. Frame is
completely custom, right side tank is a dummy tank with all the guts. I also have an extra rear
tire as this one has a bit of dry rot. Even though this is a rigid frame, it's a fairly comfortable
ride. The turns signals are not functioning properly, but they light up when the emergency
flashers are on, so I think the wiring at the handlebar switches may be bad. The original Keihin
carburetor is a little "hinkey", somewhat sluggish on the low speed circuit, but I am including a
correct rebuilt replacement with the sale. Since I bought this bike, the speedometer has always
worked so I believe the mileage is accurate. I bought the windshield at a swap meet and it may
be a slightly later part, but it is HD and it looks like it belongs. There are no aftermarket or
reproduction parts except for a few Colony fasteners on this bike. Clean and detailed
throughout, show or ride. Rare Shovelhead Trike in excellent condition. Motor and 4 speed
transmission completely rebuilt with only miles. Comes with a clear, plastic windscreen, own.
Fxe superglide 13k original documented miles one owner bike in excellent condition have all the
original parts Which are in excellent cond also have paper from day one ,motor was rebuild 8yrs
ago has miles on it since then bike all documented also have all receipts and various literature
from the 70s he kept everthing has one paint job done years ago this really is a true survivor
was stored on a showroom floor for the past few years. Professionally serviced at regular
intervals. Get on and go. I am the second owner, the original owner bought this bike in Roswell
NM, then
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moved to arizona, it sat in a back yard from to , when i bought it. It has miles on it. It is pretty
much original except the fishtail exhaust. The paint is the Imron Ice Blue Metallic color The
engine and transmission appear to have never been apart. The seat and backrest are in great
condition. It has 22, original miles; original paint and original tires Backrest seat. This is very
original, unrestored antique shovelhead. No wires to handle bars so rear brake light does not
work when front brake is pulled.. Harley-Davidson Shovelhead Bobber. Seller's comments and
description: this is very original, unrestored antique shovelhead. Many nice upgrades. New
charging system, new starter, forward controls ghost flame paint, headers, super G Carb, and
many more. Backus, MN 4 years showmethead. This bike was professionally built in xxxx. I have
receipts for the following. No wires to handle bars so rear brake light does not work when front
brake is pulled. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

